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Linear Workflow 
 

Computer Graphics done in any 3D application should adhere to a linear 
workflow. By introducing non-linear elements unrealistically lit renders 
result. Can we adopt a linear workflow in Bryce also for image textures? 

 

Introduction 

All render engines work with linear image data under the hood, Bryce is no exception. This 
means that full light has a value of 1 (or 255); no light a value of 0 and half bright has a value 
of 0.5 (or 127). So what’s the problem? The problem is that almost every image programs and 
digital cameras produce nonlinear image data by introducing Gamma. What happens if a 
material or shader is made from an imported image? 

Some 3D programs have options to select a linear or nonlinear workflow and images loaded 
into the program retain their nonlinearity or will be linearized. Bryce does not feature such 
options and only works in linear space and images loaded will be automatically striped of the 
embedded encoding. This behaviour is not documented but it can be tested. 
 
Gamma 

Images are Gamma encoded and the display unit decodes the data by applying inverse 
Gamma to the image data and what we are presented on the display looks right. This is also 
true for an image saved from a Bryce render. Bryce Gamma encodes the image when saving 
and when it is displayed, it is decoded by the display unit. 

If a rendered image is exported as 96-bit TIFF or HDR file immediately after the render has 
finished, the image data stored is linear, not Gamma encoded, and it is incorrectly displayed 
because the display unit decodes data that was never encoded. 

The standardised Gamma used today to encode a RGB image data (0 to 255) is 2.2. All pixel 
values are converted to a floating point value between 0.0 and 1.0 and then raised to the 
power of 2.2 (a bit more than square) and converted back to 0 to 255. 

Encode: Ie = (p/255)
2.2 x 255 

Decode: Id = (p/255)
1/2.2 x 255 = (p/255)0.4545 x 255 

where Ie = intensity encoded 
 Id = intensity decoded 
 p = pixel value (0 … 255) 
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Tests Performed 

Since there are no options and no mentioning in the documentation how Bryce handles 
images loaded, a series of tests were performed. To measure the RGB pixel values on the 
screen, the free Just Color Picker (http://annystudio.com/) was used. Measuring the 
image data was done in HDRShop 1.0.3. 
 
Saving and Exporting 

Five cubes were created, each one to appear half as bright as the previous one. The Diffuse 
colour was adjusted (R=G=B) and Diffusion value. The values used are denoted as Diffuse 
RGB/Diffusion %). 255/100 – 127/100 – 127/50 – 127/25 – 63/25. The cubes were lit from 
front with a parallel light with infinite width and no falloff. 

 
The picture above shows the render saved as BMP. The numbers on top show the RGB values 
measured on screen, the ones below the image data. The image data are obviously Gamma 
encoded and correctly displayed on the screen. 
 

 
This image was exported as 96-bit TIFF and has the image data linear but incorrectly displayed. 

http://annystudio.com/
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The tests show that Bryce renders the image data in a linear fashion and only encodes it with 
Gamma when saving as RGB 8-bit image. Gamma is, by definition, only introduced for RGB 
image data and not for data that has a higher brightness resolution than 8 bit. 
 
Using Image Textures 

The above result was expected because we have the information from programmers having 
worked on Bryce 7.1 that the render engine is working in the linear space. The tests were 
mainly performed to verify the test set up. 

It is more interesting to know what happens to an image when it is loaded into the Picture 
Editor. Does it retain the Gamma encoding or is Gamma removed from the data. Two «Leo» 
2D-Faces were put in front of the camera and illuminated by the parallel light with infinite 
width and no falloff. The left 2D-Face got the Gamma encoded image, the right one the linear 
exported render. 

 
Above the render saved as BMP which Bryce encoded with Gamma. The left side shows each 
rectangle half as bright as its left neighbour, which is correct. The linear image at right is also 
correctly represented as linear. 
 
When the render is exported as 96-bit TIFF, there is no Gamma encoding. The left part looks 
correct because it is a liner data image and is the same as the one above at right. The right 
part below is overly bright because the Gamma was removed twice: the linear image was 
linearized on loading and the exported image is again linear. 

 
 
Conclusion 

That lights, colours and rendering are linear has been shown in the document Brightness and 
Falloff https://www.horo.ch/docs/mine/pdf/Brightness.pdf already. Here, I have 
repeated the tests in a different manner and included testing how image textures are treated 
internally. We can conclude that Bryce works fully linear and also linearizes images loaded for 
textures.  

 

May 2014/horo 
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